Your favorite dining hall is serving a special meal, but the tables are full. Move back a space.

It's pouring rain and you have to trek to class.

Your friend saved you a seat at Out-R-Inn to watch the game. Move ahead two spaces.

You've got loads of laundry washed — but all dryers are full.

It's the new year and you resolve to work out, as does everyone else. Every machine is full at Jesse Owens South.

You've got loads of laundry washed — but all dryers are full.

Your friend saved you a seat at Out-R-Inn to watch the game. Move ahead two spaces.

You've got loads of laundry washed — but all dryers are full.
You score discounted concert tickets through D-Tix. Advance a space.

On the good side, it's one more ticket. On the bad side, you didn't get towed. Roll and move back that many spaces.

Download .edu/CLgame.
Get your game on!

JUST IN TIME FOR YOUR HOLIDAY PARTIES, we bring you a thoroughly Ohio State version of the board game Chutes & Ladders. Raid another game for a spinner or six-sided die and player pieces, then venture on a journey from your first day at Ohio State to graduation in the 'Shoe. May Brutus’ spirit help you find the ladders and avoid the chutes! — Jenny Applegate

Illustration by Little Friends of Printmaking
Help new Buckeyes transition to college and have the kind of first year that sets them up for success. give.osu.edu/FYE
Help students overcome academic setbacks by supporting Younkin Success Center tutoring services. give.osu.edu/younkin

Campus construction means you have to find a new route to class.

Spontaneous snowball fight on the Oval. Move ahead two spaces.

You take an icy glob to the face in that snowball fight. Move back one space.

Midterm.